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■ Is helpful for cleaning up ■ Automatically kills a selected process based on any of a set of user-defined parameters ■ Loads
a list of all running processes, and also shows process details including user, title, ID and responding status ■ Allows to add an
item to a new list, and even refresh or delete a specific one ■ Automatically runs at Windows boot and kills any process that

isn’t responding ■ Contains a cache of hitlists, and allows you to rename, refresh and delete them ■ Supports multiple
languages ■ Run as a command-line executable, which is convenient if you want to easily integrate it into other commands and
scripts ■ Contains no adware, spyware or bundled software ■ Doesn’t require user registration ■ Can be launched from both

Windows Explorer and Command Prompt ■ Has a full-featured trial version that can be downloaded ■ Has no known support
issues ■ Has a clean 1.5MB installer ■ Has an uninstaller that uninstalls Auto Kill Any Process without leaving any residual

trace ■ Does not contain potentially unwanted applications ■ Has a clean, intuitive interface that works fine on both Windows
XP and Windows 7 ■ Works perfectly on all versions of Windows from Windows 95 to Windows 7 and Windows 8 ■ Provides
100% of the promised functionality ■ Requires a minimum of 50MB of free disk space ■ Supports versions of Windows up to
Windows 7 and Windows 8.1 ■ Includes only a command-line executable that runs from a command prompt ■ No additional

software or patches are required ■ Runs with no elevated privileges ■ No prior experience with Windows is required ■ Can be
started using any language keyboard ■ No need to register in order to run Auto Kill Any Process ■ No user accounts or logins
are required ■ Can be launched from Windows Explorer ■ Can be launched from a command prompt ■ Installs directly into

the %systemroot% folder (in Windows 7 and later versions only) ■ Requires a single executable ■ Doesn’t require a long
installation time ■ Runs at Windows boot automatically ■ Has no known compatibility issues ■ Doesn’t require the

Windows.NET Framework ■ Has a clean installation file that uses just 1.5MB of hard disk space ■ Has a clean, intuitive
interface that works fine on both Windows XP and Windows 7 ■ Runs great on both 32-bit and 64-bit versions of Windows ■

Has no known compatibility
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Automatically kill a process. Uses a pre-defined list of processes to define what process to kill. Uses a pre-defined list of
processes to define what process to kill. Key features: Automatically Kills processes. Set it to Kill all processes at Windows
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startup. Disables processes. Set it to Kill all processes that are currently running. Disables processes. Set it to Kill processes that
are currently running. Requires no installation. Easy to use, free! KILLALL KILLALL - Restores Processes from the Hitlist.
KILLALL - Restores Processes from the Hitlist. KILLALL - Restores processes from the HITLIST. KILLALL - Restores
processes from the HITLIST. KILLALL - Restores processes from the HITLIST. KILLALL - Restores processes from the

HITLIST. KILLALL - Restores processes from the HITLIST. KILLALL - Restores processes from the HITLIST. KILLALL -
Restores processes from the HITLIST. KILLALL - Restores processes from the HITLIST. KILLALL - Restores processes from

the HITLIST. KILLALL - Restores processes from the HITLIST. KILLALL - Restores processes from the HITLIST.
KILLALL - Restores processes from the HITLIST. KILLALL - Restores processes from the HITLIST. KILLALL - Restores
processes from the HITLIST. KILLALL - Restores processes from the HITLIST. KILLALL - Restores processes from the

HITLIST. KILLALL - Restores processes from the HITLIST. KILLALL - Restores processes from the HITLIST. KILLALL -
Restores processes from the HITLIST. KILLALL - Restores processes from the HITLIST. KILLALL - Restores processes from

the HITLIST. KILLALL - Restores processes from the HITLIST. KILLALL - Restores processes from the HITLIST.
KILLALL - Restores processes from the HITLIST. KILLALL - Restores processes from the HITLIST. KILLALL - Restores
processes from the HITLIST. KILLALL - Restores processes from the HITLIST. KILLALL - Restores processes from the

HITLIST. KILLALL - Restores processes from the HITLIST. KILLALL bcb57fa61b
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Auto Kill Any Process 

Auto Kill Any Process is a Windows application designed to help you automate your PC shutdown. Kill any process with a
single click. This program is meant to be used in combination with other scheduled shutdown options (like the built-in Windows
shutdown feature) to offer you a simpler way to shutdown your computer. Features: • Automatic shutdown at a user-defined
time. • Batch process: launch a single command line with a list of process IDs, one of which will be killed at shutdown. • Power
off computer: launch a single command line with a list of process IDs, one of which will be killed at shutdown. • Power off
system: launch a single command line with a list of process IDs, one of which will be killed at shutdown. • Trigger on user
activity: launch a single command line with a list of process IDs, one of which will be killed at shutdown. • Hide processes:
launch a single command line with a list of process IDs, one of which will be hidden at shutdown. • Hide window: launch a
single command line with a list of process IDs, one of which will be hidden at shutdown. • Hide window: launch a single
command line with a list of process IDs, one of which will be hidden at shutdown. • Hide window: launch a single command line
with a list of process IDs, one of which will be hidden at shutdown. • Hide all windows: launch a single command line with a list
of process IDs, one of which will be hidden at shutdown. • Hide all windows: launch a single command line with a list of process
IDs, one of which will be hidden at shutdown. • Hide all windows: launch a single command line with a list of process IDs, one
of which will be hidden at shutdown. • Hide all windows: launch a single command line with a list of process IDs, one of which
will be hidden at shutdown. • Hide all processes: launch a single command line with a list of process IDs, one of which will be
hidden at shutdown. • Hide all processes: launch a single command line with a list of process IDs, one of which will be hidden at
shutdown. • Hide all processes: launch a single command line with a list of process IDs, one of which will be hidden at
shutdown. • Hide all windows: launch a single command line with a list of process IDs, one of which will be hidden at shutdown.
• Hide all windows: launch

What's New In?

• One-click process killing using hitlists; • Supports all Windows versions and editions (95/98/Me/NT/2000/XP/Vista/7/8); •
Includes detailed information about each process, including process ID, user and title, path, status, name and comment; • Allows
you to rename hitlists, save them on local disks and refresh them; • Allows you to choose a particular hitlist when launching the
app, and then perform a manual or automatic process killing; • Includes an automatic startup option at Windows boot; • Includes
a batch mode for automatic process killing; • Requires no additional software and is compatible with both 32-bit and 64-bit
systems. How to Use: 1. Run Autokill Any Process and select “Delete” from the Window menu. 2. Enter the path where the
desired hitlist is saved. The path can include wildcards. 3. Type the name you want to give to the hitlist. 4. When ready, click
“Save” to save the hitlist on the system. 5. Open Autokill Any Process and select “New” from the Window menu. 6. Type a
name for the hitlist and click “OK”. 7. Click “Add processes” to add items to the hitlist. 8. Click “Add” to add the selected
process to the hitlist. 9. Click “OK” to save the changes. 10. Click “Refresh” to refresh the list of processes. 11. Click “New
hitlist” to create a new hitlist. 12. Select a hitlist from the list and click “Delete” to delete it. 13. Click “Kill” to perform a
manual or automatic process killing. 14. Click “Open Hitlist” to open the selected hitlist for editing. 15. Click “Stop process” to
manually stop the selected process. 16. Click “Options” to launch the Options dialog box. 17. Click “Delete current list” to
delete the current hitlist. 18. Click “Refresh current list” to refresh the hitlist. 19. Click “Refresh” to refresh the list
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System Requirements:

DOS/Windows 98/95/NT 4.0/2000 CPU: 1.7 GHz Intel Pentium 4 RAM: 512 MB VGA: 8 MB AGP graphics card with 16 MB
VRAM Hard Drive: 2.0 GB DirectX: Version 9.0c (9.0c SP1 Patch 1) Sound: DirectX sound card Network: Dial-up or LAN
Cabinet Size: 12"x12"x5"
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